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Stu-A party "a isiisperception of policy"
By Andrea Krasker
NEWS EDITOR

Sanctions have been imposed on several
elected student leaders for throwing a party
during orientation. The incident wasclarified
in a meetingheldlast weekbetweenhallstaff,
Jason Soules '93, Student Association
president and Karen Laidley '93, Stu-A vicepresident.
"There was a party and there were a
numberof elected leaders,and other students,
that were at the party. Security broke it up
and that was it," said Soules. .
"I think the students involveddidn't think
that it was starting out as a party,"said Janice
Seitzinger,dean of students. "It just got out of
hand."
"There were no kegs. Some people had
brought somecases down.It was some people
sitting down watchingTV and drinking some
beers," said Soules.
"It just got a little bigger than anyone ever
thought it would an d th at 's when Security
came," said Laidley.
Stu-A Social Chair Jon Yormak, Cultural
Chair Robin Fort, and Lovejoy Commons
President Jason Pizer declined to comment.

ECHO f ilephoto
J anice Seitzinger
The incident occurred because of a
misperception of policy, said Soules and
Laidley.
"It wasn't clearthat therewas supposed to
be no alcohol during the training period,"
said Soules.
The perceived policy was that there were
to be no large gatherings and no supplying of
alcoholto first year students.
"Nothing needing a party form," said
Laidley. "If people sat around and had some
beers behind closed doors not bothering
anyone, [we thought] that wasokay."No first
year students and no hallstaff werepresent at

Club Budgets slashed
By Karen Lipman
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The Student Activities Executive Board
has placed a temporary freeze on funding for
any new clubs, said Student Association
Treasurer DaveJorgensen '92. Although StuA received a $12,000 increase in its budget
this year, $10,000 went to repay a previous
debt caused by clubs who overspent their
budgets in previous years, said Jorgensen.
"Most of the budgets stayed at the level
they were last year," said Jorgensen. "Some
of the people with the larger budgets took
budget cuts."
In one example of budget-cutting, the
budget of Hillel, a Jewish organization, was
cut by $477, to nearly half of what it received
last year, according to Stu-A's club budget
proposal.
"We did not want to be in a position where
we werequestionedaboutgivingonereligious
group more money than another," said
Jorgensen of the decision to give Hillel the
same amount of money as the Newman
Council and Colby Christian Fellowship.
"It's unfair that we got cut so much but I
think it was a good idea to give everyone
equal funds," said Hillel Treasurer Rebekah
Freeman '94. "We are going to have to find
other ways to get the Jewish community
involved on the campus. We are going to
watch what we spend more closely."
While Hillel will receive less money this
year, both the Colby Christian Fellowship
and the Newman Council will benefit by
receiving $133 and $233 increases,
respectively,over last year.
"It will mean a lot," said Colby Christian
FellowshipVice President Kerry Enright '94.
"This year we want to do morethings that we

the party, according to Soules.
Theactual policy stated there wasto be no
alcohol on campus during orientation.
"We didn't want students involved in
leadership training involved with alcohol,"
said Seitzinger. "That's not why we brought
students back early."
Not all elected leaders were present at the
party.
"I feel it's important for students to know
that it wasn't every student leader who was
here before school started," said Seitzinger.
Sanctions against those involved include
communityservice,a meetingbetween Soules
and Laidley and hallstaff to discuss the
incident, a campus program for Alcohol
Awareness Week sponsored by the elected
leaders,and a program for the elected leaders
held by Alden Kent, alcohol counselor at the
Health Center.
Letters from the students were sent to
President and Mrs.Cotter,the head residents,
Director of Student Activities Tullio Nieman
and Associate Dean of Students Joyce
McPhetres-Maisel to apologize for cancelling
a luncheon with the President which was
scheduled to be held the day after the party.
The individual who held the party is now
on party probation, according to Seitzinger.

T think Ithe imposed sanctions] were
completely fair," said Laidley. "I think the
people involved also thought it was fair."
The sanctions were reached through
discussions with and suggestions from the
deans, and the individuals involved.
Soules and Laidley met with hallstaff last
week to discuss the sanctions.
"I thought it was a positive meeting
overall," said McPhetres-Maisel. "Not a
positivecircumstance,but a positivemeeting."
The meeting consisted mainly of
suggestions on how to prevent this type of
incident from occurring in the future. Ways
to clarify the ramifications of drinking during
orientation were also discussed, said
McPhetres-Maisel.Thegroup discussed "very
stringent and preset guidelines for people
coming back at that time," she said.
"I think it went pretty well," said Soules.
"We clarified what went on. I was glad to be
able to deal with it. [I wanted to] get it out,
deal with it and move on."
"I think as far as we're concerned the case
is closed ,"said Laidley. "Everyone just needs
to move on from here and focus on more
important issues." Q
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Dave Jorgensen '92

ptoto by K. C. Scott

can involve the campus in."
The bud get cuts affected campus
publications as well. "Because publishing is
expensive, we considered trying to combine
The Pequod with The Review," said
Jorgensen.
"We can't combine them because they are
just two different entities,"said Revieweditor
Erika Sayewich '92. "Instead of combining
thepublications,wearehopingtoeach publish
one edition a year instead of two. Since weare
cooperating with Stu-A, hopefully we will
reach a compromise. Maybe they will give us
a little more than half the budget so we can
have one really good issue."
Other clubs, such as Borborygmus, The
Response, Peer Health, Facilitators, Society
Organized Against Racism, Pro-Choice
Coalition, and Colby Comedy Group, are
funded through Stu-Ads,which raisesmoney
bysellingadvertisemcntsforthestudentdaily
planner books.
Presidents' Council is currently working
Clu bs continued on page 13
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News 'Bri efs
WMHB Fall Festival a bust

WM HB'sFirst Day of Loudness party at the Shell was less
successful than anticipated, said Jay Hermsen '92, station
manager.
general '
Hermsen is not sure why
the expected 1000 people
failed to show up. Only
200 people ateburgersand
listened to music down by
the Shell.
"Had [we] made any
money [it] would have
gone toward s helping
groups in Central Maine
that are protesting waste
dumps," said Hermsen.
The concert failed to raise
any iuuu _ >.

The ratio of Waterville citizens to Colby students at the
concert was 10:1.
The concert was organized in the summer by Summer
General Manager Phobrek Hei and Music Director Stephen
Motion. Once the academic year began Hermsen and Motion
finished the arrangements.
Hermson said he wouldre-plan this function in the future
with better advertising. (J-G.)

Chuck Kittrell leaves Colby
for Middlebury

I

Screw
Your
Roommate' parties
and Beer Die shirts
still legal

The rumors circulating campus concerning the banning
of "Screw Your Roommate" semi-formals are untrue,
according to Tullio Nieman, director of Student Activities.
"It's just a rumor," he said. "We discussed it during
training camp but nothing is being changed."
As for tee-shirts displaying Beer Die related logos, Deans
J hvtoby Cma
of StudentsJMark Serdjenian and Janice Seitzinger both said Freshmen stay away.
that they had heard nothing about prohibiting the sale of the
shirts. Seitzinger said that while she was "concerned about student leaders to help with orientation for that week and
Beer Die," no new policies on the printing and sale of Die they can't do it with alcohol."
Ann Newhauser '95,said shefelt the $500fine,"separated
shirts had come from her office. (M.S.)
the first-year students from the upperclassmen, because
people were worried about the fine."
The only other change in the alcohol policy during
orientation,aside from the $500 fine,wasthe administration's
decision to make the first Friday after classes alcohol-free,
There are thirteen professors away from Colby on a full said Seitzinger. "We have an obligation to provide viable
year sabbatical,according to Bob McArthur,dean of faculty. alcohol-freealternatives," she said.
One $500fine wasissued during orientation,according to
These include Miriam Bennett, Biology; Eileen Curran,
Seitzinger.
A COOT leader had a party for the people on his
English; John Dudley, Physics; Suzanne Falgout,
house,and although the party was held
trip
at
his
off-campus
Anthropology; Arthur Greenspan, French; Charles Lakin,
off-campus,
fine
will stick" said Seitzinger. (C.A.)
"the
Reference Librarian; Thomas Longstaff, Religion; Abbott
Meader, Art; Richard Moss, History; Dianne Sadoff,English;
Ira Sadoff,English; Thomas Shattuck, Chemistry; and James
Webb, History,
"Usually, one seventh of the faculty population is away
each year," said McArthur. "There are a few more than the
Despite two parties at the Student Center and the signing
norm but that is just because of when faculty were hired."
of
37
party slips,Colbyhad "a relatively quiet weekend,"said
In addition to those professors away researching for a full
Frechette, acting director of safety and security.
John
academic year,there are quite a few who will either be away
"We
did have a couple minor party violations," said
for only one semester. Those returning for second semester
Frechette.
Aside from several small thefts, a lamp post was
include Roger Bowen, Government and East Asian Culture
found
bent-over
backwards and broken.
and Languages;Robert Gillespie,English;Calvin Mackenzie,
Also this weekend,one student fell from her top bunk and
Government; Phyllis Mannocchi, English; and Jay Labov,
broke
a rib, and another hit his head on a ceiling, resultingin
Biology, who will not be returning until after January, said
a small cranial injury. (A.P.K.)
McArthur.
Patrick Brancaccio, English and Performing Arts; Cedric
Bryant, English; Dan Cohen, Philosophy; Tony Corrado,
Government; Michael Donihue, Economics; John Likins,
Sturtevant,the first chemical-freeresidence hall in central
Technical Services Librarian;Nicholas Rohrman,Psychology;
Maine,
was featured on the channel five news this weekend.
and Joylynn Wing, Performing Arts and English, will all be
The
report
included interviews with students living in the
taking second semester off, according to McArthur. (J.G.)
hall, as well as with those who do not agree with the hall's
premise. (A.K.)

Professors leave Colby for
sabbatical

Another relatively quiet
weekend"

Chuck Kittrell, long-time Colby security officer, finished
his last shift at 4:00
Saturday, September 23,
after thirteen years at
Colby,
said
John
Frechette, acting director
of Safety and Security.
Kittrell has accepted a
supervisory position at
Middlebury College, VT.
"He found it to be a
professional move for
himself. It was an offer he
couldn't refuse," said
Frechette. "It pays more
as well.That was the other
photo by K.C. Scott
obvious reason." At
A $500 fine was used during freshman orientation in an
Chuck Kittrell
Middlebury, Kittrell will effort to keep alcohol off campus. The fine was for any
be working for former Colby Director of Safety and Security student leader, hall staff,COOT leader or orientation leader
Peter Chenevert..
who was caftght supplying first-year students with alcohol
"The one thing that we'll miss the most is that he taught prior to the First Day of Loudness, according to Dean of
a self-defense course that was offered once a year," said Students Janice Seitzinger.
Frechette.NodecisionhasbeenmadeaboutreplacingKittrell.
"We have had a lot of complaints about drinking having
(D.H.)
to do with COOT trips," said Seitzinger. "It is the job of

Sturtevant in the news

Dry campus during
Orientation Week enforced
with $500 fine

Sturtevant Hall residents.

vhoto by K. L. Borrell

Noted author to speak
pff^C ampus Stu dy Office
deadlines for Spring 1992
Pro grams
~f r Colb y in Cork: October 1
Colby in Liibeck: October 15
Exchange (Claremont, Howard) : Oct. 16
Colb y in London: November 1
Get your copy of the
"I nternational Stud y Opportunities "
brochure at the PCS OlEfto , ML 009. ,
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Lorene Gary will discuss her book, Black Ice, Monday at 7pm
the Robins Room in Roberts Union. See story on p a g e 6 .

wide answering system in which
students would have a number to
call to get messages,"said Gagnon.
Still, Gagnon feels the service
problem will not be very difficult to
unfair, but that was out of my fix.
By Doug Hill
control," Gagnon said.
"There are sufficient cables in
STAFF "WRITER
Many West Quad residents, East Quad for both East and West
fmmWmmmmmmam ^Bmma ^Bmm
wmmmwammmammmmmWmm
ammmmmm ^m
such as Heather Post '94, and Quads," he said. "But not all of the
Francis van Huystee '94, have still cables might be good. They will
Colby is having problems with been unable to get phone service.
have to be checked." If there are
phone service in West Quad and
"It'sridiculous that West Quad, enough cables in good condition,
Mary Low Residence Halls, said which had completephone service more cables canbeadded to connect
Ken Gagnon, director of last year, cannot offer that to them to West Quad.
administrativeservices.Lesssevere students this year,"Post said. "We
The problems in Mary Low
problems exist in Chaplin planned ahead, calling the phone Commonsaffect fewer studentsbut
Commons and the Fieldhouse.
company and getting our number will be more difficult to fix.
Mostof theproblemshavetodo before school started, and we
"We had problems last yearin
with faulty phonecablesowned by bought a phone-answering Mary Low and Runnals," Gagnon
NewEnglandTelephone[NET];but machine only to find out when we said. "But we thought it would
easilybe solved. NET thought that
the problem was probably water
damageinthecablesbetweenMary
Low and Runnals.Later peoplewho
worked for us started checking it
and found that wasn't the problem.
After testing, we found that the
problem was outside the Student
Centernearthesourceof thecable."
The original cable had been cut and
spliced and Gagnon now believes
that this cable leak is affecting Mary
Low and Runnals.
In Chaplin Commons, there are
sufficient cables going to the
residence halls, but not enough
jacks artd station wires inside of
them.
Phone Service to the Fieldhouse
has been a problem ever since
hundreds of cables were fused
together by lightning,said Gagnon.
After thestorm,peoplecallingfrom
the Fieldhouse could hear
conversations on other lines.
One other problem is that NET
sometimes
confuses Chaplin with
p hoto by LauraMiller
Only somestudents con p honehome.
Champlin and provides service to
the wrong room. Jessica LVErcole
"New England Telephone is not arrived that our next door neighbor '92, was plagued by wrong
interested in spending money to had an operational phone and we numbers.
revamp the cables becausethey are didn't."
"It was strange because the
gettingoutoftbebusiness,"Gagnon
To deal with this situation people who called my number
said. Colby is now negotiating a Gagnon has formed a wait-list for would get me,but I was also getting
purchase price for the cables to try students in West Quad who want calls for this other number,"
and fix the problems on its own.
phones.
EXErcole said. "Finally I realized
"I'd like to know why we can't
"I don't know if I will be able to that they had given me someone
get a phone if there's already a jack accommodateeveryoneon thelist," else's number as well as my own. I
:n our room," said Holly Coxe '93. Gagnon said. "But I will try. There called up NET and they eventually
"We already bought a phone and areabout eighteen to twenty people took care of it. They also gave me
they issued us the number three on the list now."
call-waiting,whichldidii'task for."
weeks before we came to school."
Twenty people in West Quad
"My long term goal isto provide
Coxe said NET sent her a phone must turndown their phone service phone service to every room on
number before she even asked for option if the twenty on the list are to campus," Gagnon said. "Tiie MCI
one.But whenshegottoschoohshe receive service. Other possible card s and the cable purchase
and her roommate were told they solutions include party lines with negotiations are all a part of this
could not get phone service.
more than one room on a single plan. I will be spending lots of time
Gagnon said that he has placed line, and giving students a voice on telecommunications this
hi gher priority on the problems in mail system.
semester. 1 am also trying to get
West Quad because "more people
"Voice mail would be a campus student opinions on the options/'Q
are one the waiting list" and it
"won't be as expensive to fix." In
West Quad , "New England
Telephone pu t a jack in every room
rather than go back and do it later.
There are approximately 82 jacks,
If you can 't answer this question
but the cables going to West Quad
you need t o sign up for
can handle a maximum of 50
phones." As a result, m a ny
residents have jacks in their rooms
which are not connected to phone
lines.
To solve this problem, New
England Telephone "decided to
offer first priority for service to
Live, Stud Breat he German every day
students who already haVe wires
Get to five with a German family
Hn their rooms], rather than offer
phone service on a flrst-como firstGet to see Spr ing in Euro pe
serve policy," said Gagnon. Other
residents will be able to get phones
All you need is one semester of German!
onl y if those who already have
connections decline to use them.
Though this policy saves trouble
Interested? See the Off-Campus Study Off ice
and money for the phone company,
or Professor Mclntyre (Lovejoy 319B)
"The policy that NET took was

Fickle phones

Willst du Deutsch lernen?

COLBY IN LUBECK

¦

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMSIN J

and live withBritishStudents
HOW WI8C 13 DIFFERENT FROM MOST OVERSEAS PROGRAMS:
• Accepted stu dents receive admissions letters (and later transcripts)
directl y from an Oxford (or Cambridg e) college.
• Students ar e directl y enrolled as full student s of the Oxford college.
• Qualified earl y app licants may share a co-ed Studen t Residence
associated with St. Catherin e's College, Oxford (fully integrated with
British students).
• Students accepted before November 1 (for th e Winter Term) or before
May 1 (for next year ) are guaranteed housing -with British students.
• Students will NOT be taught In (and receive transcri pts from) an
American college operating in Oxford. W1SC ts one of the f e w completely
integrated (academicall y and in hous ing)overseas programs in the UK.
• Pr evious students In your field will speak to you on the phone.
For information , call or write:
THE WASHINGTON INTE RNATIONAL STUDIES COUN CIL
214 Massachusetts Avenue N.E., Suite 450,Washington, DC 2O0O2,(800) 323-WISC

Students may also Intern and Study in I
Washington and London
I

"1964".-..A$ TB-JE BEATLES
Saturday, September 28th
10pm—lam
Student Center
Tickets $3 in advance, $5 at the door
Sponsor ed by Johnson Commons , Lovejoy Commons , and Stu-A

Get off the Hill for a
J
J Real Homecooked Breakfast
at

Bonnie's Diner
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Deadline: October 15, 1991
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2 Eggs, Bacon, Toast ,
Bacon, Cheese,
Pancakes, Homefries
Tomato, Lettuce,
& Coffee
Fried Egg
$4.50
$1.90 [
872-7712
Open Seven Days a Week
5:30a.m. - 2:00p.m.

Benton Avenue - Winslow
I

Bear left after the Winslow bridge - then 3 miles ahead on tlio left.
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Study abroad on the rebound

Homecoming
Preview

By Marty Hergert
COl^RIBUTING WRITER
TheGulf War thwarted the plans
of many Colby students who were
hoping to spend the spring semester
studying abroad .
'Theeffects of the gulf war have
tended to effect enrollment this
year," said Jon Weiss, director of
off-campus study. "Study in France
is down by seven or eight students
and programsin Italy have declined
as well."
"The real crunch was last
January," said Elizabeth Todrank,
assistant director of off-campus
study. "People who were away
considered coining back and some
reconsidered leaving at all."
Thethreatsof terrorismand antiAmerican sentiments prompted
phonecallsto Weissfrom concerned
parents.
"I never want to live through
last January again," said Weiss.
"Rumors spread that all programs
were cancelled. It was chaos."
The concern was mainly a
"psychological one" said Weiss.
Though students witnessed antiAmerica demonstrations and
worried about threats made to
another university in Italy, there
was no clear danger.
"No tanks, no guns, only the
news of the war kept it in people's
minds,"said Weiss. "We never had
anyone call who felt they were in
danger, and had no report of any
problems."
"The threat of terrorism is very,
very minimal," said Todrank. "But
that doesn't mean it can't happen."

By Laur a Pavleako
l|'|l|l|l|l|

Director of Off-Campus Study J on Weiss
The threat of terrorism caused
Ingrid Kristan '94, to reconsider
plans to study in Lubeck,Germany,
last spring.
"My parents and my whole
family were concerned about my
travelingduring the war," she said.
"The bomb threats in Germany
made many of us uncertain about
our plans."
"The danger is always there,"
said Kristan. "But even more so
during a tVar. I just felt it wasn't the
perfect atmosphere for travelling,
so I chose not to go."
Colby has curtailed programs,
such as the one in Sri Lanka, due to
political unrest, but many
opportunities exist in other
countries.
"There are exciting programs in
Israel and third-world countries,"
said Weiss. Programs in Eastern
Europe are in a state of

photobyAmyKL Borrell

reconstruction.
'The university system is in
disarray because professors who
were communists were fired,"said
Weiss.
The situation in theSoviet Union
nearly resulted in the cancellation
of this year's program.
"We were all ready to notify
students they couldn't go when the
coup ended and the program went
on as planned," said Weiss.
In Weiss's opinion,the gulf war
"put a damper"on the study abroad
programs,but not a permanent one.
'Thingshavereturned to normal
this year,we have large numbersof
people deciding to study abroad in
the spring."
"It is the besttime ever to seethe
world," said Weiss. "And it seems
like students aren't willing to give
that up."Q
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Imagine-acr
ispJrall weekend
at Colbycompletewith athletic
eventsaj az-tconcet^a-noutdoor
barbecue^lumn-;,and friends.
This is the setting, for
Homecoming 195»X / this
weekend at Colby* Over 300
alumni are expected fa attend
according to Susan Cook *7$,
director of alumni relations.
"This is a very popular
event/'said Cook-*texpectthat
a huge percentageof the Class
of 'Si willbehere,
"
One important task for the
ahxmm i& £o chopse a young;
alumnus or alumna to serve on
theboard of trustees of the the
colIgge-Thepetsonchose-ftmusthave graduate*, from Cojby
within seven years,, The
individual will be nominated
to the trustee board by art
Nominating
Alumni
Committeelor a portion that
will open irtjane-$2.A total oi
iutteaJumniserveontheboard
at trustee-*,Cook said*
The firs* major aitimni
activityof theweekend,will he
aditmerheld o«Fridayevening
hestedbytheCoiby^-ChAa
sports alumni gvp*a_** Three
alumni willbe honoredat the
dinner for their athletic
f
w(^^Um^Ua^$x^^J ^h
'W^y«e'f athitk '$&**td £&'^
<¦&'
r
Mitchell Potter *S6w
Another highlight fo*
alumni fo the football ^tew-idii*
#D0.h_tNpteye-e*fomthecia$$*s
of '44 '$t, toe W<*> W*and
'80""s willplay a touchfootball
game and have dlimet on
Saturday,Cook said she is nor
sure if thecollege'sdecision t o
suspend severalfootballplayers
b-cau-teofmeiras-odatiortwifh
the lambda Ch* fraternity in
V)9 & mil be an issue at the
football events. She said thai
emmet of the -.ndSvidual s
Atteadmg ar* u*p$et and Vo<a!
aboutthedecision,whileothers
haveno disagreement with the
college.
Al$o 0» Saturday are
workshops/ alumni committee
meetings, awd an address by
-president William Colter to the
AluttoYiCotrndl*tate **from
the Class of 'M*Xaurk BxoWiv
Johti Avery, and Atme-iese
E^khAtdtxiircalDOhoatingrt minit Saturdayht
reunlionbrunchnr
their1 etas-**
Cook stressed that th e

nw/orltyoftheevempsetedaJM
f at th* wedwnd Mil iitwtade

I

students
and
aKtmittL
Highlights of these events are
.
49 -foHowai ''
,
1tam*-fc y / '
tml Panel
* 7M pafy, Alur
Discusslony sponsored by

* ^00 j>,m, Mert ^ $o«<jr v^

Twfts.
• ^OQ-esSO p^FallFeatival
tside
of Roberts. A Seller's
ou
P4rb ec«e
will
include
entertainment from the Cwlby
% Colbyettes,TuxedoJttnctioiv
and others. Alumni will

ptttchw e tickets for $ood> b«t

students will be allotVed into
t|x© event with their Colby ID,
Cook said she learned for the
WMH» Ml tfestiva* \htf
^students getting ticket* for
foo d doesn't work/'
, " $.00 p^/ The I>o<--$l->»-4

J ^per iory f j w x ie«$i(jMb]te
jlairforma , in Wadsworth
<3y»ttnaaiiu(niLTheconco'rtIsfrce
fl«d Op«W to th^ptlWic/ / '

» Moo p ^ »im #* m
'

Itoteay' ' , «
Beatles
imperaona tion! bandr will

p^rftf-rm In the:$tt»deot OwtW
mi il nM bM> the tfvem: -U
fiirtded }oirtt)ly

tWi**

by fohr
Cm*? timUmk Open 'to aM Commons lovej oy Commons,
^

Pleasure & Halter

.70' x 140' INDOOR ARENA • 25' X 50' OBSERVATION LOUNGE
•40 STALLS'HEATED FACILITY
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"The purpose (of -hepanell
fe to give students a ehaace to
hear what people do after
gra d ua ti on^ what paths they
take/said CafeTalbotAshtnn,
assistant director of Career
Services, All panels arebeing
presented simultaneously, so
Students should check official
schedules posted around
campusfortimesand tocatious.
A reception will follow all
panels at 8 p.m. in the Robins
Room in Robert? TJnion.
* "7.3-0- p.m. Student
formance of "Improv
per
C_fbaterm the Cellar Theater,
This show is replacing the
o-rfginally scheduled "Dogg-s
Hamlet," "Imp rev Cabaret"
runs Thursday through
Saturday;
The , Priday
performance will be followed
by an alumnicabaret show.
fnday
* ^M ^m, Men'? Soccerv.
Wheatort,
*%GOp.ra,£iyifl$$toftTayIor
concert
an
in JLopmer Chapel,
Although there is limited
seating,. "the chapel is the
perfect locationfor that kindof
folk musfc,* ?aid Cook, She
expects this eventtobepop«tar
*dthalumnijrsoplarttogetthesre
early,
,.;
Saturday
. *• 10:00 num,Faul Machliiv
professorof music,willgive a
j ^i & c
ji ^Bp ^Hh *^
im^.^^^
4i«m^i^/Mtt0»*"^ ^W&^
&wly New Orleans J^**'tft
Lov«|oy &QJ., This iectuns is
designed to tie in with the
Laulsiatta Repertory J &mt
KnseinMe of $ew Or1e-ms?
perfwntnanee later that nijght,
* 11tOO a.m* Me»^ .XCoiiniry v, USM and Bowdoirt,
* J-oopJm,WDm*n^ $0c«!i?r
v^Tufts,
« 1^0p,m_ Field Hockey v*
T-ufts.
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, 1-.- — «-«-» Route 150, Skowhegan , ME (207) 474-7314 mwmmmm-umJw

#»w<K«tt**» 'Tw«tt<y»*l)c p *n *y
participants will dtecuss. their
careers in tlie following areas'.
a r t^m e d i a 7 p t t b l i B h i t f & >
¦tan-da) $qwi«M Hrtftil*
t-8 and technology;
-tejtartf
teaching/education; Jaw and

publici\(fM m w^tm^xtUAt
WMifititt&wdMmmwkm*

*tt«a $ttWV* Ti*k<sW m% $$ i<i
advene* »Wd $$ at- thtt tlOM
fb*i# will be a ea$h bw at the
events according to Keith
Ptt)(Ht&> ^JohW»tnit CoiWHittvlW
FH«id«tt^ ^lt*rty A fefrtrtt bflhd^
It* «aid,>*they *«s<» rwuch lllta
the Beatles/ W& scary^^Q
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The popularity of the Missed Meal at the Spa.
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For those students in a hurry
or looking for an alternative...
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to Speak

Discriminating Taste

By Laura Longsworth
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

female. In addition, only eleven
percent of the 77 faculty members
with tenure were women. The
__^ Haaa^^ nHonMBHHMninrinBBanm«
statistical break down within each
Charged with intentionally department showed similar
discriminating on the basis of sex, discrepancies between men and
Colby was involved in a lawsuit women faculty.
with the Equal Emp loyment
At first, the EEOC said
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) insufficient evidence existed to
in October, 1975.
charge Colby
with
sex
The EEOC accused the college discrimination, but several weeks
of discrimination against women later the Commissiondid an abrupt
"in terms and conditions of about-face and filed suit charging
employment and other economic Colby College, the Teachers
benefits."The EEOC becameaware Insuranceand AnnuityAssociation,
PhotobyAriDruker
of the situation at Colby followinga and theCollegeRetirementEquit.es Professor Cednc Bryant's licensep lates
tip from an anonymous faculty Fund withdiscriminatorypractices.
member.
Colby defended this charge by
AnEEOCinspectorspentaweek publishinga comprehensivereport
on campus gathering data, which and policystatement whichjustified
was later called "suspicious." The their hiring as well.as promoting
1975-76 facultylist had a total of 135 methods and decisions.
Strange things can. happen to
By Jonathan Kaplan
members,and only 15percent were
black
men without their tweed
The case never went to trial.Q
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
jackets and ties," said Bryant, who
added that every black male has a
Some believe that you are what horrific experience when he is
you drive. Professor Cedric Bryant mistaken for someone else's
believes that you are what your stereotype.
license plates read.
Bryant said he could identify
Bryant, a professor of English with the African-American trumpet
and African-A merican Studies, player Miles Davis, who, before
drives a red Jeep Cherokee with moving to Malibu, California, had
license plates that read "PROF' in his lawyer phone the Los Angeles
an effort to break down racial Police Department to make sure
stereotypes that surround tall, they would not be shocked to see
a
African-American males in today's black man driving a Mazarratti.
j
io
roof,
so
the
team
will
have
to
FrcmdeoceCoJlege
society.
Bryant's recognizable license
play it$ home gamesin a-R.&fcber
Frovidfince>Ri
Bryant is 6'7" tall and is often plates have allowed him to park on
,
Two thousand students were arena
mistaken for a professional athlete. campus without a parking sticker.
' "last
' ed
p eXl
arrest ed and 'WSx
His license plates are his way of Recently,Safety and Security gave
Williams College
weekendonchar^esrattging-ftom
announcing his identity, "a defiant him his first parking ticket when
Williamstown
MA
,
disturbing the peaceto public
way of celebrating who I am," he they saw no parking sticker on his
WilliamsCollege;w&smmed
4runkenne*ss> hast Friday
said.
car. The ticket was quickly
liberater***
numerous residents called the then-umbpr*o*nef$mali
"It is not an issue of vanity," dismissed.
police with complaints about the college in the nation in a -recent
said Bryant. "[The license plates)
Bryant 's former cars, a
n0i$eon<ampus.ThepoUce<a*e» article published by U.& News
are a small effort outside of the Volkswagen Bug and Volvo, had
brobewpparticssand began aseri-js* and World Reports. In tfcfr
classroom to change socially plates that read "IBID" and
tking, William*surpassedthe
of arrests, "We the police have rar
constructed images."
"LITPROF," respectively. Maine
declared war on Ftovidewce iong'time number-one school,
Bryant believes it is important state law allows only six letters on a
Coltege/' s-iid a, $poke$m&n -for Amherst, The ranking Is.based,
that young people see images of license plate, so when Bryant
tho t^rovidence policeforce last on various fti-tots Includingthe
African-Americans as professors bought his Cherokee, he changed
atftoumtoif-mofloy sperttoit each
Saturday morning,
and doctors and not just as the plates to "PROF".Q
student,classsizeand quality oi
professional athletes.
tt2&iden.tiai
life.
of
University Maine,Ortwo
.Orono,ME
Compiledby
The Alfond Arena te
' Brim SeJhwegler
undergoing$ four million dollar
By Heather Logan
STAFF WRITER

A poetic license

Off the Hill

expansion thi$ year.The rmfc «#$
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Classifieds
Couch-Former Deans and
Presidents have sat on it!
FormerlyStan Nicholson's!!
Price - IT'S FREE, but you
havetopickitupbySunday.
Call Chip at 873-5516.

Next week on Monday,
September 30th, Lorene Cary will
visit Colby and talk about her
experience as a minority student in
a traditional , white, make
preparatory school in her lecture
"Making Room for Ourselves: Black
Students in White Institutions."
Black Ice is a penetrating
remembranceof the time Cary spent
at St.Paul'sSchool in Concord,New
Hampshire in the early 1970's. One
of few black girls recruited to a
traditional white male school,"she
left her family and her job cooking
burgers in Philadel phia for the
opportunity to get a better
education.
Cary writes with incredible
detail about her endeavor, and it is
impossible to put down this open
personalbook. From her experience
with date rape,to her estrangement
from her family, to the time of her
fifteenth class reunion, she is
brutally, but magnetically honest.
Cary often felt her "ethnicity
seemed diminished" at St. Paul's
when she frequently heard, "Tt
doesn't matter to me if somebody's
white or blackor green or purple.1
mean people are just people.'"
Cary viewed herself as an
outsider, and she feels Colby
students of any color can relate to
those feelings. "Everyone is an
outsider at one time or another,"
said Cary.
Her talkat Colby will draw from
her entire experience at St. Paul's
whereshereturned after graduation
to teach and be a member of the
board of trustees. Cary says her talk
is "more than about being black."
She will also discuss the process of
writing her book.
Cary is presently working on a
19th century novel about the free
black community in Philadelphia.
Black Ice is available at the Colby
Bookstoreinhardcoverfbr$20.00.Q

outgoingindividualsneeded.
CallBobatCampusHolidays
1-800-627-4791between5pm
-lOpm CST.
"Campus Representatives
needed" Earn free trip and
big commissions by selling
CAN CUN , MEXICO. For
moreinformation call toll free
at 800-755-7996 or in Connecticut at 203-975-8833.

WANTED: "Coppertone
Spring Break Trip" student
representative to promote
trips to Cancun, Nassau,
Barbados,Jamaica,Daytona
and Orlando. Best programs CAMPUS
REPS
available ANYWHERE... WANTED! QUALITY
earn cash, free trips, plus VACATIONS TO EXOTIC
more. Call for more infor- DESTINATIONS! SELL
mation 1-800-222-4432 (9:00 SPRING BREAK PACKam - 5:00 pm).
AGES TO JAMAICA ,
CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
Earn Fabulous FREE Spring MARGARITA ISLAND.
Break Vacation while meet- FASTEST TO FREE
ing new people and earning TRAVEL AND $$$. CALL
cash. Workatyourown pace. SUN SPLASH TOURS. 1Energetic, highly motivated 80042£-7710.

ADDRESSERS WANTED
immediately! No experience necessary. Process
FHA mortgage refunds.
Work at home. Call 1-405321-3064.
RAISE $SOO...$1000...$1500

fOOIa

F-!!?_LP
For your fraternit y.

sorority, team or other

campus organization.
ABSOimVLY W
INVESTMENT RBQUmUDl
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Open for lunch
11am-1am Sua - Thura
11am - 2am Fri. & Sat.

Dellvaryaraia llmllad to aruura alia driving OIOOI Domlno'iPlai,Inc.

990 SIXPACK
^^P^MONDAY/TUESDAY
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MApNESS
Hpr of coca-cola classic or diet coke Mr
Set a 16" cheese pizza and two
IT when you purchase any size pizza W
cokes for only $8.00
f • customer pays sales tax & bottle
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valid
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Mouse iii tlie house
By Kate Awtrey
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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As the weathergets colder and
studentsbring moremunchiesinto
their rooms,the number of rodents
on campus increase, and this year
is no different from others,
according to residents in Dana in
Woodman.
The abundance of rodents on

Bilodeau said. 'The mouse had
gnawed through the plastic
container and had eaten some of
the peanut butter."
Getting rid of the mice is "a
problem without a solution," York
said. "Once they come they never
leave, and it's impossible to keep
them out. We set up traps when the
kids see a mouse. They're usually
cleared by the next day."
Laurie Girard '93, accidentally
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campus is not a new situation said
Wanita Bilodeau,a Dana custodian.
"We are bothered periodically
by mice," she said. "It's ben a
problem for as long as I've been
here."
"This time of year these little
creatures want to get inside where
itis warm,"said Earl Smith,dean of
the college.
There have been mouse
sightings on all four floors of Dana.
Richard York, another Dana
custodian, said the mice enter the
buildings through open floors.
Once in the building, York said,
"the rodents flatten themselves out
and squeeze under the doors."
In Dana, the mice threaten the
sanitation of foods such as breads
and cereals which are kept in one
largestorageroomby the unloading
entrance at the back of the building.
Even though the room contains
snap mousetraps "[the mice]
always manage somehow to get to
the bread," York said.
"Once when I came back from
vacation, I noticed that there were
shreds of plastic all around a small
pink tupperware container that I
had filled with peanut butter,"
Tmfnnf imnmwTiWwwmiimTTWTwimiriMmwrwii

r—*
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trapped a mouse in her room m
Woodman two weeksago. Shehad
rigged a trap to catch the mouse by
placing a small paper bag filled
with granola on the floor. Her hope
was that the mouse would crawl
into the sack while she was in the
room so she could tip the bag up
and catch the mouse.
When shewent tobed thatnight,
she placed thebag upright and went
to sleep thinking that she had
deactivated the trap. But at three in
the morning, sounds were coming
from the sack/and Girard awoke to
find ,a mouse in the bag. She then
took it outside to Foss parking lot
and let the mouse go.
"The mousemust have crawled
in through the hole in the wall that
is around the radiator pipe," said
Girard.
Even though Girard had an
original trapping method, both
Yorkand Bilodeau agreed thatsnap
traps are the most humane way to
get rid of the rodents .
".These traps] kill the mouse
right away and they don't suffer
like they do with the poison traps,"
said York.Q
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WATERVILLE,Elm Plaza , Upper Main Street
SALE ENDS 9/28/91
At 55 East Concourse, Waterville -- 873-5256
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Founded In 1877
CRAIG APPELBAUM, Editor-in-Chief
AMANDA HALLOWELL, M a naging Editor

ANDREA KRASKER, N ews E d itor
TJ. WINICK, Sports Editor
LAURA PAVLENKO, Features Editor
ETHAN GETTMAN, A & E Editor
PAUL ARGIRO, Op inions Editor
GRETA WOOD, Production Manager

KATEY F ORD, layout Editor
SCOTT GALSON, Layout Editor
JOSH LUTTON, BusinessManager
ARI DRUKER, P hotogra p hy Editor
CHARLES BEELER, Ad Manager
TRACEY H ARDMAN, Fo cus Editor

KAREN LIPMAN, Asst. News Editor
ONATHAN
WALSH,Asst.Spo rts Editor
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KAREN DIXON, Asst.A&E Editor
KATHERINE BORDWELL, Asst.Photo Editor
AMY CLAPP, Ad Represent ative
LISA CAVALLARO, LayoutAssistant
PAULA GARDNER, Layout Assistant
ETHAN GETTMAN, Staff Artist
MARK R. MUIR, Subscriptions Manager
LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
The Ed itorial is the officialopin ion of the paper. Theother opinions presenton this pagedonot necessarily
represent the views of The CoVayEcho or its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers , especially those within the immediate community.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must he received by The Colby Echono later than
Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echoreserves the ri ght to edit all submissions.

How much fun is affordable?

An open lett er t o Colby
As Chair, and on behalf of the one of the current members who
Committee, I would like to extend an attended the organizationsession last
invitation to interested Colby students week.
to join the Campus Community
Committee.
William R Cotter
We had our first meeting on
Student Representatives
September19and weare scheduled to
jti.)
(8to9*20
meetnextat breakfast
Craig Appelbaum '92, Editor-ina on
Thursday,Octobers.Wewillprobably Chief, Echo
need to meet at break6ast throughout
AndrewBenson'92>Captain,Men.'s
theyearbecausetheCommitteeislarge Lacrosse
and it ishardto find another timewhen
Elizabeth Cimino '92, Captain,
most membersarefree.
Women's Basketball
The Committee on Campus
Amy Fang'92, Hall President
Community is an all-College body
Nicole Farkas '92, President,
charged with supporting our Women'sGroup
intercultural and diversity concerns,
Amanda Hallowelr93,Managing
indudingmattersofrace,gender,dass, Editor,Echo
ethnicity and religion. It will support
Aliza Hernandez '93, President,
existing groups concerned with Christian Fellowship
communityand interculturalrelations,
William Higgins '93, President,
stimiitetedisa_ssbn,ass_stinorientation Newman Club
programs,mount programsof its own
Thoko Kadzamira '92, President,
and make recommendations to the International Qub
faculty, student leaders, the
TrezKeamey'94,President,SOAR
administration and other relevant
AndreaKrask_r'93,President,HilH
committees on intercultural policy
Ken Lee '94, Resident, East Asian
issues and on ways to strengthen the Cultural Society
campus community.
Kate Morrison '94, President, Tlie
The original faculty and Bridge
administration representativeson the
Gaynelle Peebles '93, President
committee have been augmented by SOBHU
voluntesreandwewouldliketoincrease
Jason Soules '93, President,Stu-A
the student representatives as well.A
LucyYeager'93,SOAR
full list of current student,faculty and
EricZavasnick'93,Head Resident
administrative members are listed
Faculty and Administration
below.
Representatives
Any student interested in joining
Bonnie Bishop, Director of
the Committeeshould send me a note Communications
by Tuesday, October 1, giving the
Cedric Bryant,English
reasons for her or his interestand the
CheshireCalhoun, Philosophy
possiblecontributions she or he might
Debra Campbell, Philosophy/
be able to make to the work of the Religion
MurrayCampbell,Physics
Comnru"lea_ntheevnentthatthenumber
Linda Cotter,Associate Directorof
ofresponsesistoolarge,theCbmmittee
will select additional studentmembers Off-Campus Study
William Cotter, President and
at the meetingon October3.
If youhaveanyquestionsaboutthe CommitteeChair
PatriceFrankoJones, Economics
Committee'swork,youshould contact

Last week, every Colby student received a copy of
preliminary Jan Plan courses, including all courses being offered
off-campus. And although there is a greater diversity of courses
this year, the cost of off-campus Jan Plan's continues to rise,
pricing many students out of these programs.
Many students came to Colby because of its January program
which, according to the Colby catalogue, is a time for students
to pursue their interests in subjects outside of the College's
"or thodox curriculum". For some, this means travelling offcampu s on programs to England, China, Germany and
elsewhere.
Unfortunately, the high costs of these programs are out of
reach for many interested students (the trip to England this year
is $2500, for example). By fa iling to place limits on t he costs of
such programs, the College is telling students they must choose
a program based upon how much money they have.
There is financial aid available for students who qualify, and
most anyone can take out a loan to finance a Jan Plan ($2000 is
the loan limit for Jan Plan). But how many students, already
burdened by other loans, would be willing to place themselves
further in debt? Not many.
By Tobey Williamson
The College could solve part of the problem by offer ing less
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expensive off-campus programs to locations throughout Canada
and Northeastern United States. Instead of offering a theater trip
to London , for example, why not create a sim ilar program in
The Student Handbook. The
New York City ? New York may be more expensi ve than
•deans give it to us every year, and
London , but at least students wouldn't have to pay nearly $1000 every year they tell us to read it.
Most of us don't. That's okay, bein airfare to get there. And why not create a Jan Plan to Quebec?
cause I read it for you, and you
'
Everybody wants to take advantage of Colby s Jan Plan
would be surprised at some of the
offerings. Now, the College should make it so that everybody
rules
in the handbook. For which
can take advantage of them.
you, as a student, are responsible.
At no other school would it be
spelled out that drinking games
such as Beer Die are not allowed in

Cheryl Gilkes, Sociology/
Anthropology
Charles Hauss, Government
Victoria Hershey, Associate Dean
for Intercultural Affairs
Thomas Kopp, Senior Associate
Dean of Admissions
Margrit Lichterfeld Thomas,
Associate Dean of Faculty
Robert McArthur,Deanof Faculty,
CommitteeVice Chair
JoyceMcPhetresMaisel, Associate
Dean of Students
Phyllis Mannocchi, English
FaliierJohnMaixjuis,S.M.,Chaplain
James Meehan, Economics
Thomas Morrione, Sociology/
Anthropology
TullioNieman,Director of Student
Activities
David Nugent, Sociology/
Anthropology
Deborah Pluck,Athletics .
Russell Potter,English
TamaePrindle,East Asia C&L
Phyllis Rogers, American Studies
JeanSanborn, English
Joan Sanzenbacher, EEO/AA
Officer
JaniceSeitzinger,Deanof Students
Richard Whitmore, Director of
Athletics "

Wrong "Man"
Beforefirst-yearstudent Hannah
Beech goes "into a full-fledged
politically-correct rage" {Echo , 9/
19/91) over all words containing
the stem "man," she might jtake a
minute to look in the dictionary:
"Manicure" comes from Latin
manus (hand).
."Emancipate"comes from Latin
manceps (purchaser).
NOT ALL MAN'S ARE
CREATED EQUAL.
r

Linda Tatelbaum
• Assistant Professor of English

A closer look at the Student Handbook

Favoritism or fairness?

.UJJJ. IWWMJJ.U. IJJJJJJJJ. IJ.W.IJJ.H

A COOT leader throwing a party for his COOTers at an offcampus residence was fined $500 for serving alcohol to firstyear students. A party held in a residence hall by elected

student leaders during COOT week is dismissed as a

"misperception of policy". Why the double standard?
The alcohol policy for the first few weeks of school was
confusing. But if anyone should have understood the policy, it
should have been the elected student leaders, who help set the
alcohol policy in the first place.
Both the COOT leader and the elected leaders misunderstood
the policy. But whereas the COOT leader had to pay a $500 fine
for his misunderstanding, the elected leaders had to pay no fine
for theirs, and instead had to perform community service and
crea te a program for Alcohol Awareness Week.
Is the College showing favoritism, or were both incidents
dealt with fairl y ?

the Student Center or in the Dining about dealings with the Waterville
Halls. Now you will never be able Police confuses me: "Shoplifters
to fulfill your dream of playing die apprehended in Seaverns Bookstore
within the high-ceilinged heaven of will also face disciplinary action."
Is this rule,raridom or does the
the Page Commons room.
Regarding all the tobacco dip- bookstore really have a problem
pers on campus, if you were plan- with us "rich Colby kids" stealing
ning on spewing a thick brown one from them?
Anyway, the rules prove that
right between the eyes of some obthe
administration knows students
think
noxious Bowdoin football fan,
again. Harmful spitting of tobacco, pretty well.So what do you say we
according to the deans, will result throw them some curves,or at least
try and live up to their views of us?
in a $50 fine.
So next time your at a party,
There are other rules in the
handbook I need some help with. remember this advice from the
For example, the following, very- handbook— "Drink slowly— don't
specific rule which follows the spiel gulp your drinks".Q
'*
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Top Ten list f o rThis Week*
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By PatrickBobbins
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< 7, Do you k-now you look lik<r* a martiatf when yW grin"?
6. What was Hdrshack really Jikc?(Qopa* wrong Cottar)
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What is your favorite Colby tradition?
Mike Tracey '93
"Definitely throwing
orangesat the Bowdoin goalie.
And the fish on the ice."

Thoko Kadzamira '92
"Beer Die is fun to watch.But
beach parties are my favorite."

Aaron Zeisler '92
"Wait. Let me think for a
moment. I thought they were all
illegal. But I think campus golf is
my favorite."

David Berner '95
"I don't know any."

Ben Waite '95
"COOT."

Searching for an accessibl e answer
it remains blind to the new students
needs by not providing access to
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many buildings on campus.
For example, there are few
w*mwamaaamaa *m *: ^mamm ^mmwemimmBK *ami ^nKMX^nmmMwn
wheelchair ramps to the academic
Colby's 1991 viewbookoffers a buildings,residence halls or dining
standard
statement
on halls. Can you imagine not being
nondiscrimination: "The principle able to eat, attend classes, or sleep
of not discriminating on the basis at night?
of race, color, sex,... or disability
Bob's dining halls is wheelchair
unrelated to job or course of study accessible, thanks to an elevator
requirementsis consistent with the which can be taken from ground
mission of a liberal arts college and level to the dining halls, but the
the law. All classroom buildings, bath-rooms there are not. Not only
campus libraries, and some are they not set up with bars and
residence' lia'llfe ' are accessible "to wider stalls,the outer doors are too
narrow for a wheelchair to pass
handicapped persons."
This is stretching the truth, to through. This may sound silly, but
remember the last time you really
say the least.
This statement is made in all of had to go and the only bathroom
the college's publications, but one around was locked? That's what
has to wonder if those who put the it's like.
Dana dining hall would seem to
statement into these pamphlets has
ever been to Colby. While the be the most obvious and accessible
admission's policy is supposedly dining hall, but it is not. Not only
blind the handicaps of applicants, are the bathrooms inaccessible,like

those in Bob's, but, the hall itself is
also inaccessibledue to the stoop in
front of each of the doors. There is a
ramp into Dana, but one must go
through the kitchen or down the
cluttered back hall in order to reach
the dining hall.
Fees?Forget it! There are stairs
everywhere. Strike three. The dining
halls are out.
Now quick, think of one
residence hall which is completely
wheelchair accessible. Time's up. If
you guessed Dana becauseit has an
elevator, you were wrong.
Accordingto the Physical Plant,the
elevator is too small for a
wheelchair.
Next guess? If you said the
Heights,you wereright,.echnically.
But you have to include getting up
there,soyoubetter hopeforamotordriven chair. And in the winter,
forget it. Only the first floor has an
entrance and a private bath
accessible to wheelchairs.

snowballs hurled at them last year.
Colbystudents arehassled by people
at the Concourse. Cashiers are short
with us,driversseeour Colbystickers
and cut us off, patrol cars follow us if
therearemorethan threepeopleinthe
car. The list goes on.
We,as students,spenda lot of time
hearinghowwemistreattheWaterville
community,and maybewedo,a little.
Maybewecracktoo manyjokesabout
Waterville's size. But most of us come
from larger urbanareaslikeBoston,so
it'sonlynaturalthatwefind humorous
differences between our home and
ourhome^way-from-home.Itdoesn't
meanwe'reevil or anogant, it means
we'renormal.
I personallymakeit a point tobeas
friendly as possible when I go into
town. The closest I come to evil is
passingpeoplewhogo25m.p.h.down
MayflowerHill Drive,and the dosest
Icometoarroganceiswcaring$70Ray
Bans. Most importantly, when I go
into town, I don't make any
assumptions about the people within
it.
Colby has been branded by a
stereotype. The astronomical tuition
we pay leads many to believe we are
wealthy, arrogant and pretentious,
oven self-indulgent, if our loud and

long weekends are taken into
consideration. Waterville sees our
campusasdistant,beyondthereachof
local law and culture.
Let me be the first to dispel that
stereotype.As a member of student
government, I am aware of the
community service programs our
campus runs. There are efforts afoot
for a massive Halloween celebration
for Waterville children.Johnson Hall
recentlysent students to Watervilleto
help out at a soup kitchen.
The Collegeinvites the Waterville
community to its events and allows
them to use its facilities. From Colby
Fnends to pet therapy. Irs obvious
Colbystudentscareabout Waterville.
No one does this tobepresumptuous.
Wewanttosharewiththecommunity.
My point is to try to understand
some of the bad feelings which exist
betweenWatervilleandColby. I think
most of them are based upon false
assumptions, and since assumptions
involvelittlethought,itstandsto reason
that thinking might be a way out of
this. Whateverthe method, whatever
the way, I hope the day comes soon
when I can wearmy Colby sweatshirt
into town without feeling anything
butproudO.

By Heather Boothe

The Colby stereotype revisited
By Keith Dupuis
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The saleswoman at K-Mart
looked at me and said, "You're a
Colby student, you should have
some common sense."
That, of course, nastily implied
that I don't have any common sense.
It all started when I tried to return
an expensive purchase. Because my
sales receipt was incomplete (they'd
given methe wronghalf)/ and I didn't
return the proper warranty (I was
misinformed of itsimportance),K-Mart
didn't want to refund my money. If I
werewrongI would haveadmittcdit.
But I wasn 't wrong. So I raised my
voice.The sectionmanager wascalled
in, and after saying a lew barbed
phrases about Colby students, he
approved the i*cfund.
I left K-Mart with two things, one
was a hundred bucks.in my pocket
and the understanding that I might
not be as wdl-llked in the Waterville
community as I thought. Not because
I'm Keith, but because I'm Keith the
Colby student.
There have been other incidents.
Girls on the three-mile loop had

Can you think of any other
dorms? If you're stumped , it 's
because the Heights was the only
answer until recently.Drummond's
ground floor entrance and
bathroomweremadeaccessible last
summer. All other dorms on
campus haveatleastonestepbefore
the front door and /or stairs leading
up or down to rooms.
You might say that anyone who
comes to Colby and is confined or
bound to a wheelchair couldjust live
rntheHaghtsorDrummond.Butthink
of allthe times you go to dorms other
than the oneyou livein.Now imagine
you can't go to thosedorms.
The other buildings on campus
are only slightly better. Until the
Lovejoy tower is built (with an
elevator), the primary academic
building on campus has no access
other than to the first floor. The
only MacLab accessible is the one
on the street of the library, but the
desks thereare too low. Most of the

buildings have elevators or are
connected to a building with an
elevator,but thereare parts of Arey,
the library,Robert's,and so on that
still can't be reached.
Last spring the trusteesasked that
a survey be done to find out which
buildingswere accessible.The results
wereominous. If a buildingdid have
andevator,thenitalsohadfrontstoops
,
undersized door frames, inaccessible
bathrooms,or cluttered hallways.The
PhysicalPlantdrewupa ten-yearplan
for improvement,but only one of the
nine renovations planned has been
completed so far, and that was
Drummond.
Colbyprovidesservicesintheform
of clubs, cultural rooms, special
programs for all of the other people it
claims not to discriminateagainst.But
when it comes to those confined to a
wheelchair, Colby is suddenly for
pedestrians only.
So much for a nondiscrimination
policyQ

Freshman speaks up
ByMtehWIKeller

ooFmiB^TiNG writer
Mxst let me ask the
administrationthisi why weremy
fire* twoweeksofcoilegedty?And
ytsvJ will be •-•edu^&rtr^ a$k
¦why&e&*rstDayof Loudnesswas
1 do
scheduled on a Saturday?
,
t^^$rstan4^en^*st^eCoil-_ g_ !
to pi-omott*,fu"a -without: alcohol
but <t<i the fnioplto upstairs think
tha-Vreshmanwerewsheltered in
high *&ho$ that they weren't
<a<poii«>dt-0AtcohbX? y hopenot*;,
^ j Wyo.wee&ofd*^
in studwitsdrmlkingbehindcloses!
4oorf»nda>n of4riuift otutos
bySp,wt t onSatur4Ay+ tunom*tond
tkad"mtnist*^ti^»<»ttcftm*b^ut
student drinkingduo lo incidents

Welt a* a student foflfag out of h
wfyuj itfwMWwallheardwoww

herr*o>fetoricfifrom other <*olto£ctf<
* And what's up with these$SQ

1

First
opw^ritainer ftoes- out them*\
PayofX4>udm^faitijt^ t$y

aW^fcan? l^tnM't th&-"!olie£o
think .fa taking; anougn of our

mot»e|ahady? -Vet, we were
WWftfidl W oWhnttweetxhjg-"* about

the rules, but como on, it wasour
first -college weekend. The fin-as
can't all be blamed on security,
since thoy wereonly doing their
job * There must be* someone
responsible, and you cm figure

out *who byyow$eif,

Enough of the had*
Congratulationsto theCollegefor
having an extremely friendly

r The uppe^lasamen
student )ttiy.

mmyhallhavemadeuittt«an5itio*n
from high school to allegeeasy
for me and J hop**ft has been n
«a$yfo}rther«toffhefr<»hmtJtt,At
Colby everyone is included and
most upporclassmen don't

consider freshmen peone, since
theylive right next door to w>

.Other than theft* grijJesanclthe
fact that t got kickedin themouth

by some out of ^control student
doirtgakjgmand;thi)rt$$4>re$<>ift$
alright*I'm just trying te Show tho
upperdassmeh , - m& tho
ndmj nifjtrotlott *h0W j geft&jve
Colby and I wont to mafct othW
fir^yparS aware Of* whar I'M*
^
noticedin my fivstfew -w^kshwe*
I'm not starting twutye,Ym f U
w#ta$ Everyone ^ tail <>b$etv«**t,
to apeak tn>/ awil W makt
themselves be heard.O , ^

New funk and "deadification "
By Matthew Kales
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melodic anthem that could soothe
the soul of any savage beast.
The album has
a few weak points,
one of which is the
lyrical content of
its songs . The
subj ect matter is
vagu e, and while
the lyrics sound
good and are often
amusing, they
offer little in the
way of substance.
"A kosher p late of
your mayhem/A
fricassee of your
day dream ," or
M oving to tne 'Deadi cated>
groove takes a lot
of control/ Keep your butt in the air
and your fish in a bowl," are
examples of the nonsensical words
of Sex Police.
While the bands who once
struck a vital chord in the nation's
underground music scene are
promoting Nike products and
modeling clothes
for
fashion
magazines, new
blood like Sex
Police will be
turning heads
with its fresh ,
unadulterated
approach to punkfunk.

Sex Police - Medallion
In the mid-80s, bands from the
Los Angeles area like Fishbone,
Faith No More, and The Red Hot
Chili Peppers blended the rhythmic
grooves of funk with the bonecrunching attack of hard-core punk,
creating
an
in-your-face,
hyperactive hybrid music called
"punk-funk."This alternative came
from
Southern
California ,
spreading a positive message and
providing a badly-needed shot in
the arm for the underground music
scene.
Now, almost ten years later,
punk-funk is ailing. The Red Hot
Chili Peppers now worships the
Church of Mass Marketing, Faith
No More has turned to neo-metal,
and Fishbone continues to release
listless, half-hearted efforts.
Enter Sex Police. Hailing from
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, Sex
Police
has
captured the raw
energy
and
m u s i c a l
craftsmanshi p
that embodies all
that was once
great about punkfunk. Their debut
album, Medallion,
released on the
Various artists
independent
Baited Breath
- Deadicated
label , skillfull y
Based
on
blends
brash
songs by the
horns, popp ing Sex Police's 'Medallion
Grateful Dead ,
bass and buzzDeadicated is a
saw guitar to produce a rich, unique grou p project by bands of the entire
blend of musical styles.
sty listic sp ectrum to benefit
The album 's opening track, "To rainforest preservation. Forfansand
The Bone," kicks off with a gut- casual listeners alike, this album
wrenchingguitar. Thehorns,drums offers a rare chance to witness the
and bass arrive in force soon after, enormous influence the Grateful
setting the stage for lead vocalists Dead have had on some famous
Norwood Cheek and Joh n Plymale, (and not-so-famous) recording
who alternate between quick-witted artists.
Some covers are faith ful
raps and soulful harmonies.
Musical control is a strength for reproductions of the ori gi nals,such
Sex Police. They know when to as Bruce Hornsby and the Range's
tone it down and when not to—so version of "Jack Straw,"an d Warr en
that their musical abilities shine Zevon and David Lindley 's "Casey
through. For example, a cut like Jones."
"On the Side of the Truth" is a
Other band s retain the ori gi nal
thundering assault complete with st ru ct ure of t h e songs bu t change
time changes and heavy breaks, yet conventional aspects of the tune,
y ields to a song called "Sister," a like tempo or key. This is the case

with the album 's opener, "Bertha,"
performed by Los Lobos. This is a
s u rp r i s i n g ly
adept version of
a Dead standard,
and it echoes
some of the
beautiful guitar
work of the
original.
Lyle Lovett,
an American
country
and
western singer,
turns in a simple
and unassuming
version
of
"Friend of the
Devil" smoothly
s u c c e s sf u l
possibly because of the ori ginal
song's country overtones.
Theifitri guing part of Deadicated
is hearing the metamorphoses that
the original songs undergo at the
hands of more experimental bands.
Burning Spear, for example,
performs an uplifting dubbed
version of "Estimated Prophet,"
making one wonder if there is a
latent stylistic connection between
Dead song construction and reggae
music.
Dr. John, the legendary New
Orleans pianist, leads a rousing
rendition of "Deal," which features
horns and an authentic honky-tonk
piano solo. The album climaxes with
Jane's Addiction 's transformation
of the acoustic strains of "Ripple"
into a no-holds barred wailer that
may either horrif y or enchant
Deadheads, and Jane's fans.
There are tracks on
Dead icated that might discourage
peoplefrom supporting this project.
Midnight Oil, for examp le, app lies
its pop-style to "Wharf Ra t," and
destroys what was ori ginally a
dynamic song. And the beautiful
combination of soaring vocals
within a gritty bar-room
background found in the Dead's
"Truckin"' is turned into a sloppy,
disrespectful mess by Dw i ght
Yoakam and his band.
* Overall, Dea d icate d is an
inspired piece of work. Whether
y ou swear by the Gra teful Dead or
si mp ly enjoy new musical
perspectives,this album is enjoyable
and full of surprises. Regardless of
your t astes, you will be doing your
ears and the environment a favorJD

Restaurant Review

The Triple Dragon:
Forget the chopsticks
By 3E_h.an Gettraan
A&&£ff l£0&
Tipped off by a fnend who
know** Chinese food and hoping
for something better than neonred pork and "£ac€har.ne-*_weet
glazes,we headed for the Triple
Dragon, the new Chinese
restaurant located five minutes,
away in beautiful Elm Plaza.
TheeaHngareawasasbrighta->
an operating room. Music that
soundedlikeaChinese femaleJohn
Denver emanated from the walls.
Rve-fbot wide oriental fans hung
on the ceiling. The back of
Champ ion-s- and two dumpsters.
served as the view- The waitress
pushed aside her hair and asked
{in English): "Ya want tea?"
Conslderyourselfforewarfted__hi&
restaurant Ls unpretentious and
unoriginal, so leave your
chopsticks and elitist tendencies
behind.
Wedecided to play it safe and
begin with a bowl of wonton soup
<S225). In a bowlof chicken stock,
water chestnuts, mushrooms,
Chinese cabbage, pork strips,an d
pea pods, there loomed two large
wontons stuffed with mystetymcaKourguesswaspork).Though
not overly salty, t he stock lacked
seasoning piaazz, a testament to
therestaurant'smediocrity*Other
soupsonthomcnumdudeChicken
Rice,Roast Pork,Ch icken Noodle,
Hot and Sour, and Egg Drop,
ranging rrtpricefrom SL9$to$:_.25.
The lisit of appetizersincluded
suchU,5,~Sinofovoritesaseggrolls,
pu-pu platters>ehickenwingivfri ed
shrimp,and beefteriyaki,ranging
in price from $2,80 to -$&5&* An
intriguingitem,BajingRawoli,was
described as pork and vegetables
in adough,ms^biingadum{.tihg>
Although it takes 25 minutes to
prepare,itonly cost&$2,95for four
portions.

antacids,weweresunadventumus
and ordered the chickenfingers,
But blessed be the HmidI At "$525
an order, we werenearlyburied
:
by over ;a dozen pieces of j uicy,
meaty, apid tasty fingers..Topped
with the:ever-presentd uck sauce,
we savo-mleach biteand wished
We
it
realised was time
for moi1
^km.
to move
Priced from $4,50 to $8.95,the
main courses cover each type of
Western fauna (beef„ poultry,pork,
and seafood), as wel. as seven
selections for vegetarians,
Ourfirstseiection wastheBeef
Chow Yoke with Broccoli$?35}.
Cavered:. in brown sauce and
mushrooms;,the meat was tender
but not very tasty, the broccoli
crisp and plentif ul. Compared
with simitar dishes in other
Chinese restaurants,thisdish was
quite savory, but nothing
exceptional for the price. Overall,
the meat-based sauce and
mushrooms dominated the plate
and the palate.
Ourother choke wasSzechuan
Chicken($>7.S5> which came with
steamedriceJtwaslabeleda! *"hot
and spicy/ which .was a slight
exaggeration. Underneath a bed
of fresh vegetables, crunch y
peanuts,aacid a tantalizing sauce,
we did fi nd somebit$ of chicken,
but not enough for such a large
serving.But despite the shortage
of meat,thedishwasfcangy,mwchy,
and tantalising,
After we had the obligatory
Continued on p a g e11

Having forgotten to bring

Christo Javacheff: Wrap Artist
takes i t a st ep beyond simp le

packaging.
Chr isto began his unique
approach to art in Paris in the late
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
1950s, where he wrapped various
In an effort lo draw attention lo the items from bottles to Volkswagens.
Colby College Art Museum, wepresent His intention was to involve the
The Colby Collection, a weekly viewer and initiate a response to his
column exploring the history behind psychologically challenging works.
selectpiecesfrom thecollege's collection. A s a result, the ordinary becomes
Everyone understands the allure magical.
Soon , Christo moved on t o
of the unwrapped package. It
demands to be touched , poked, packagingon a grand scaler—the Pont
prodded, and walked around. Even N euf in Paris, rocky coastlines, New
the commonplace object takes on a York City stores, and even islands.
mystic air when covered in brown Allareadircct challenge to the viewer
to reconsider objects seen everyday.
paper wrapping and string.
'Times Square," a lithograph/
Bul garian-born ChristoJavacheff ,
hoto
collage in the Colby Art
known simp ly as Christo, realizes p
the unique beauty of a parcel and Museum is a proposal for a project

By Hilda Westervelt

which never came to fruition. By
creating prints, photo collages, and
isto is able to self-fund
d rawings,Chr
h is expensive projects without
federal support. The photo collage is
preparatory and the actual site was
never involved.
Christo's conceptualized art is
entirely his own , with no precedent
orfollowors. Hisworkisiheproduct
of many han d s, of ten requiring an
entirecommunity tohelpthis "crazy
artist." The result is not a foreign
object labeled "do not touch," but a
communal pieceof art in which even
the most lowly participant could say
"I helped create this."
Visi t the museum and see some
of the works of other modern artists.
You may be pleasantly surpriscd.Q

^o courtesy of the Colby Arl
Christo 's "Times Square Wra pped " P
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EVERYBODYS FINE
dir ected by Giusepp e
Tornat ore
•"A deeply com passionate
story of hop es", dreams and
the hum an comedy "

I

1
Happen in ? I
l^l^_^_^-^_^_^^
AT COLBY
Lovejoy 100

Manhunter
©Thursday, Friday, Saturday
at 7p m and 9:15pm
Saturday Matinee at 3 pm.
Ad mission$2.00

...AT HOYTS.
J.F.K. Drive
873-1300
The Doctor
6:50, 9:40
Hot Shots
6:20,9:10
Betty's Dead
7:30, 9:50

•Friday 9/27 through
Monday 9/30
At 7:00 and 9:20 pm., 1pm
Sat. and Sun.

Doc Hollywood
7:00, 9:00
Robin Hood
6:30. 9:30
Terminator II
6:40. 9:20

SPARTACUS dire cted by
Stanley Kubrick

•MATINEES ON SATUR
DAY AND SUNDAY ONLY.

AT RAILROAD
SQUARE
Between Main
Street and College
Ave.
873-6526
TATIE DANIELLE directed
by Etienne Chatiliez
•"A wild , fierce , French
satire"
•Last show tonight!
Thursda y 9/26
At 6:45 pm. only.

A winner of four Oscars—"
tru e film event"
•Tuesday 10/1 through
Thursday 10/3
Nightly at 7:00 Only!

•Admission: $10 , $5
students.
•Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall

PORTLAND

•Les Ballets
Africains , The African
ballet of the Rep ublic of
Guinea.
•Concert season
opening!
•Tickets range from $10
to $25. Children are half
price.
•Call the PCA at 1-800639-2707

ART

EXHIBITI ONS

LEWISTON: BATES

CONCERTS

LEWISTON: BATES

•Pianist Alan Feinberg
in perfor mance of
American music of the
Romantic period.
•Friday at 8pm.
•Information/
Reservations: 786-6135

•ROBERT INDIANA, THE
HARTLEY ELEGIES Through Dec. 20th
Robert Indiana's 10 most
recent silkscreen prints
created as an homage to
the artist Marsden
Hartley, a Lewiston
native.
•Museum hours are 10
am. to 5 pm. Tuesday

1&* ^-^(g^^JgT

through Saturday and 1
to 5 pm.
Sunday
Free Ad mission.
Telephone (207) 7866158.

BRUNSWICK
BOWDOIN

In the Bowdoin College
Museum of Art
•TREES (through October
6)
•THE VIEW CAMERA
(through Sept 29)
Sunday, Sept. 29 at 3:00
pm.
Gallery talk with John
McKee, Associate
professor of art.
•THE HERE and the
HEREAFTER: IMAGES of
PARADISE in ISLAMIC
ART (Sept. 27-December
15)

Compiled by Karen Dixon,
Asst. A&E Editor

Dragon
Continued fro m page 10
fortu n e cookies, w e left feeli ng

somewhat satisfied . As the aroma
of the leftovers began to overpower
us within the confines of a closed
car, we realized that we had had a
relaxing and fulfilling meal.
for
If you 're looking
atmosphere, forget it. But, if you're
looking for decent Chinese food at
reasonable prices, then look no
further. Triple Dragon may be a
dime a dozen, but its diverse menu
and proximity make this restaurant
that much more appealing.
The Triple Dragon is open from
11:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m., Sunday to
Thursday, and until 9:30 p.m. on
the weekend.Although they do not
deliver, you can call ahead (8777014) for take-out, as many people
did during our meal. For your
convenience, they offer take-home
menus with the sameSO-plusdishes
as on the original menu. ?

Pantagruelism

b y Ethan Gettman '92

Scoreboard

1

Football

Women s Tennis

Trinity 10 Colby 6
vs. Hamil ton on 9/28

MIT 5, Colby 4
Colby 8, Simmons 1
atUVM 9/27
at Dartmouth J.V.s 9/28

Men's Soccer
Hamilton1Colby 0 (OT)
vs. Whea ton 9/27
vs. Tufts 9/28
Women's Soccer

Men's Rugby
Colby 8, UMaine 0
vs. Maine Maritim e 9/28
I-Play Soccer

Curry 4, Colby 1
vs. Tnfts 9/28

Thursday, 9/26
3:30 Go-Ho v Grossman
4:30 Pierce v Piper

Women's X-Country

finished 11th out of 22 Friday, 9/27
teams at SMUInvitational 3:30 Dana B v Treworgy
Bates,Bowdoin,and Smith 4:30 Sturtevant v Foss
at Bates 9/28
Saturday^ / 28
'
Womens F ield H ockey
11:00 Johnson v Gross
12:00 Dana A v Coburn
vs. Tufts 9/28
'1:00 Pe- Wi v Drummond

^
^^
^^^^^
m^^^^ b^^^^^^ k^^^^^ b

pl
^^^^^^ Mf^^^ JP
^^^ h

Golf

Sunday, 9/29
12:30 Pierce v. Taylor
finished 16th out of 23 1:30 Go-Ho v Averill
teams at Middlebury 2:30 Dana B v Mary Low
Invitational
^
CBB at Bates 9/25
Monday, 9/30
3:30 Leonard v East Quad
'
Women s Volleyball
4:30 West Quad v Foss

J

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
f
j E -TakeKaplan Or TakeYourChances

1-2record at the Polar Bear Wednesday, 10/2
Invitational
3:30 Treworgy v Piper
at Thomas 9/26
4:30 Sturtevant v Averill
vs. UNH and Thomas 9/28

Classes starting now for
December and January exams!
For the location nearest you , call
800-KAP-TEST

If... you like to explore cobblestoned alleys
surrounded by history from every period

I
J

L(D)Bidl©iii is (Dalltog yoiuur nanae j
•Express yourself in the Performing Arts classes with
talented acting teachers
•See famous actors recite perfect Shakespeare
•Join the rugby team
•Backpack along the British countryside

Colby in London is a mixture of culture ,
excitement , and adventure.

Colby \n London

Spring Applications now being accepted
in the Off-Campus Study Office

I
j
I
|
I

j

. ' B

A

R

Downstairs from the Silver Street Tavern
¦__M_M__-_n____B_*(B*-^ ^

Thursday Night is Colby Night

Featuring:
$1.50 Rolling Rock Draft Beer
A 5 foot sub at 10pm - Free to all comers

f-nr_M -__MM-M- a--___Ma-^^

Be sure to check the chalkboard
for weeldy Food and Drink Specials!!

Advising takes advice
By David Holtzman
STAFF WRITER

A new advising system using
upper-classstudents and faculty as
advisors may be tested in the fall of
1992, said Robert McArthur, dean
of faculty, and Jason Soules '93,StuA president.
"We talked last spring about a
trial basis,to seehow the freshmen
liked it," said Soules. But because a
detailed explanation of howthenew
system would work was not
completed until last May,there was
too little time to prepare the changes
for this year.
"For most people [the current
system] is kind of useless," said

Lees Patriacca '94. Advising
professors don't make time for
students. You've got to get to know
your advisor first, it can't be so
formal. If faculty would just take
more of an interest in it from the
first meeting, it might be more
successful."
McArthur said that the report
on advising, written by the Task
Force on Advising, was to be
presented to theEducational Policy
Committee at its first meeting ,
Tuesday, Sept. 24.
"All of the students on the
committee were very much for it,"
said Soules. "We went through a lot
of discussion to get this far lastyear.
I think what we have now is pretty
much in line with the EPC's ideas

and . opinions. I don't see much
"
conflict."
. Underthenewsystem,students'
roles in advising would be greatly
increased. A two-tiered program
with faculty retaining their roles as
academic advisors and students
helping as mentors would be
established. Before beginning their
sophomore year, students would
be able to choose which faculty
member they wanted toadvisethem
for the remainder of their time at
Colby. Students would have the
option of changing that choice at
any time.
McArthur said this would erase
the notion thatadvisors arenothing
more than signers of course
selection sheets. "It will be

whichever the student feels most
comfortable with," said McArthur.
"The administration has always
tried to match students and
professorsby interests,"said Soules.
In most cases this was a difficult
task. The report said, "student
interests shift, often radically,once
the student is exposed to the breadth
of offerings on campus."
'The concern from faculty was
that student mentoring would be
taking away from their traditional
role as advisors," said Soules. "But
what we heard a lot of students
saying was,that role doesn't consist
of a whole lot."
Student mentors would be more
like "friend s"to first-yearstudents,
helping them adjust to college life,
said Dean of Students Janice
Seitzinger.
"Having gone throug h th e
experience themselves, upperclass

students would be adjunct to
faculty,"said Seitzinger. "They can
help students figurethings out other
than the academic endeavor. It
would be kind of a team. I think as
a group they could only be
beneficial." Both Soules and
McArthur referred to it as a "Big
Brother/Big Sister" relationship.
McArthur said some tinkering
was done before advisors met for
the first time with the class of 1995.
"Before, there were individual
appointments with faculty. This
year an informal group of all
advisees met with their advisor,"
he said. "We arranged for a broad
discussion of curriculum,choosing
courses, and what general
directions students are taking in
college."Thesemeetingstook place
prior to registration.
"I talk to [my advisor] a lot. If I
wanted to talk to him about
anything,I wouldn't hesitate,"said
Andy Greenberg '95. "He was on
my COOT trip and we got to know
each other then."
Soules and McArthur stressed
that the time will never come when
every student is happy with his or
her advisor or mentor. They also
said that not having enough
upperclass students participate in
thenew system willlimit itscapacity
to solve the current problems.p

Clubs
Continued f rom p a g e1
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Here's the deal:We've paired some of the
most popular Apple® Macintosh® computers
with some of the most popular Apple printers. Buy one of these combinations, and save
big bucks. Got it? Good. Now get going.
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AppleStyleWriter
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This offer is availableonly for a limited time,
See your authorized Apple campus reseller
today for details.
0
And discover the power of Macin- . ggf
tosh. The power to be your best®
^Wfe,
Saveeven more when

AppleSlyleWriter
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Apple Personal LaserWriter IS
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ApplePersonal LaserWriterIS

Savethe most when

Apple PersonalLaserWriterff T

For all of yourcomputer needs visit the
"Macintosh Office "
at the ColbyBookstore in Roberts Union
or call 872-3336
© 1991 Apple Computer , Inc. Apple, the Apple Ioro, laserWritcr , Midmost i, StyleWter , anil "llie power to lie your best " are rcfllstcrwl iradematks of Apple Computer , Inc.
Classic Is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer , lac.
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on a way to set guidelineson fundraisingfor clubs who-want to fundraise as a way to cope with their
lack of funds, said Jorgensen.
"[The administration] is
concerned with soliciting funds
from alumni," he said. "Anyone
who is interested in doing some
fund-raisingactivitiesshouldcheck
with Student Activities and the
Student Association."
Clubs already in existence who
find themselves in need of
additional money for special
reasonswill beabletoreceive funds
through a special club fund of
$5,000, which will be managed by
Jorgensen and desi gnated club
representatives. Jorgensen hopes
this will augment the clubs '
allocated funds and will encourage
more all-campus activities.

Women s soccer suffers
second consecutive loss

See our sports
scoreboard on

consistently had to get back on
defense, preventing the offense
from putting together a large
number of scoring opportunities.
"We weren't accustomed to that
After winning its first two kind of speed," said Beach. "All
games, the women's soccer team you have to do is get caught twice
lost two straight to the University and it's 2-0."
After Curry jumpedout in front,
of Southern Maine (2-1 in overtime)
and to Curry College (4-1).With U. it was able to relax on offense and
of M. astheirhomeopenerTuesday, tighten up back in its own end.
"[Curry was] marking up tight
the Mules faced another tough
on defense," Beach said. "Your
game.
"We're looking forward to of fense can play more looselywhen
playing our first home game," said you have the lead."
Goalie Meredith Johnson '92
Beach before Tuesday's game.
"Unfortunately they're Division I. was bombarded by Curry scoring
We'd like to start at home against attempts,and was only able to stop
11 of the 15 shots.
someoneother than U. Maine."
"Peoplewere breaking through
Although Colby played well,
and
Meredith was making saves,"
Curry gave the Mules a lot of
Beach
said. "She had some nice
trouble, outrunning them for
plays, but you can't expect her to
almost the entire game.
"It was the type of game where stop everything/'
Down 2-0 at the end of the first
we were doing some things well,"
Beach said. "But with their speed half, Colby momentarily stopped
they could get a jump on us and the Curry six and a half minutes
into the second half when Sara
take control."
The result was that Colby English '95, upped her teamBy Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
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leading total and four goals when
she chopped Curry's lead in half
on a pass from Brooke Porteous
'94.
The score was 2-1 for almost 20
minutes, until Curry came back
with its third goal at 25:32 and
sealed the game with its fourth goal
at the 32-minute mark. Beach was
still encouraged by the team's
performance in the second half,and
saw some changes that the team
needed to employ in order to beat
the UniversityofMainein the game
played this past Tuesday.
"We made some real nice
adjustments in the second half. We
had been spread out,but we were
more aggressive,"Beach said."The
players are still getting to know
each other, but they're starting to
come together.
"I saw some good things
[against Cuny]...and we're going
to need them in the next few
games," Beach said. "We have a lot
of talent. It wasn't all going to come
together right away,bu t it 'sstarting

Fri. and Sat.
open 'til Midnight

Don't dri ve, just call us for fast , free delivery !
WE WELCOME RETURNABLE S!

Sund ay
12pm-7pm

This week's Devastator is
Women 's Tennis TriCaptain Reena Chandra
'93. Reena's play has been
inspirational to her
teammates, as she has
remained undefeated in
both her singles and
doubles matches so far
this season. Way to go!!!
Pliotoby AriDruker
<lhe LittCe Bookstore That CouCcC
fynwj

psmo We have
JfffiL I new & used
w«rWI. textbooks!
r Q"Njch

? Qu ality Books and Mag azines
? Special Orders
?Gourmet Coffee
? Sunday New York Times & B oston Globe
Askji sabout additional10 °/odiscount!

The Iron Horse Bookstore
10 Railroad Square , Waterville
872-0939
Open Mon. -Thurs., 10-7, Fri. & Sat., 10-9, Sun. 12-5

Women's cross-country
stuck in the ' middle By Greg Greco
STAFF WRITER
The women's Cross Country
team travelled to Southeastern MassachusettsUniversityfor its first meet of
the season this past Saturday,placing
11th in the competitive22 team field,
thanks in part to the absence of top
runner Michelle Severance'94
Leading the way for Colby in
the 5k race wasJulie Eells'92,who ran
a 19:46to f_nish36thoutofl42runners.
F_nishingnextwasBettiTimm'95,who
finished 42nd with a time of 1954
Placing third for the team was Christine Messier'94,who finished in 20:09
to place 53rd.Rounding out the top
sevenforCbtbyweieKimKennedy'92
(20_»),C___TdaceKi_mer'93(_ft33),Polly
Sheridan '92 (20:41)and ErikeTroseth
'95(2035).
Brandeiswon the meetwith46
points, Bates finished second with 59
pointsand Tufts finished 3rd with 109
points. Other top finishers included
UMass-Lowell(172),
Coa-tGuard(136),
Wesleyan(209),SouthernConnecticut
State (245), UMass-Dartmouth(247),
Cbimectki_tCollege(272)andWestfield

State (274) and Colby with 282points.
'Theteamfinishedaboutwhere
they expected" said Coach Debbie
Aitken. "This was our first raceof the
season, while most other teams have
raced three times. Everybodydid feel
that they could have pushed more
though".
Ontiiepositiveside,Aitkenisaid,
"Everyone ran well, faster than their
training times, which is good to see."
Belli Timm ran a good race. She was
expected to run thirdbut finished second. She'su-edtorunning24_nilesin
high school,in Winnetka,IL,soit was
niceto see heradapt well to theSk (32
miles)."
The team's top runner and potential All-American Michelle Severance'94,wasout thisweekbutshould
berunningwithinthe nexttwo weeks.
Her presence would have helped the
teammoveup"aboutfiveorsixp]acES"
Aitkensaid.
Next week the team takes on
Bates, Bowdoin and Smith.
"WehopetobeaheadofSmith,"
said Aitken."Batesand Bowdoinlook
verystrong right now.Bowdoin had a
tri-meet with Brownand Boston Universityand looked very good."Q

OFFSIDES! T. J. Winxck
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Men's soccer loses
lieartbreaker to Babson
By Elliott Barry

STAFF WRITER
The Colby men's soccer team
(2-2) took the field for its first home
game this past Saturday, but the
White Mules, unable to score, lost
1-0 in overtime to the Babson
Beavers.
Babson's Erik Isbrandtsen
scored the only goal of the game at
13:50 of the first overtime period.
The Mules had another 15minutes
to tie or win the game,but failed to
test Babson goalie Steve Webber
'92.
With Babson ahead 1-0 at the
end of the first overtime,most fans
assumed it was sudden death and
started toleave.They wereunaware
that, in soccer, the winner is not
established until two fifteen minute
periods of overtime have been
played.
Each team had offensive
opportunities,but theclosest either
team came to scoring was when
Colby mid-fielder Kelly Flynn '94,
hit the post with a shot from in front
of the net.
The second half was a better
indication of each team's offensive
power. Babson immediately
challenged Colby goalie James
Condron '92,but he thwarted each
Babson attempt ," including a
breakaway which he smothered.
Colby had chances to score in the
middle Of the period, but Webber
matched Condron to preserve the
shut out, and (the teams went into
overtime.
In overtime, Colby missed
another scoring chance when
forward David Cohen '95, made
two consecutiveshots at the Babson
net but was denied by Webber on
both tries. Back in Colby territory
Rod Corey '93, stopped a near goal
by knocking the ball out of bounds
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Despite a brillianteffor t , the mendropped a 1-0 overtimecontest to
Babson.
after it eluded Condron and rolled
towards the net.
Soon after Babson scored the
only goal of the game. Isbrandtsen
got free in the middle of the field
when a teammate fed him the ball.
After the game Babson coach Jon
Anderson said he got everything
he expected from the White Mules.
"I knew this would be the
hardest game we have had sofar in
the season, and,. Colby only
exemplified that point. It was a very
hard fought game," he said.
Colby coach Marc Serdjenian
had a positiveoutlook on the tough
loss.
"I thought that we played really
well, and the team can only be
proud of the effort they put in."

Although the Mules have already
lost two games,the team may be as
good or better than last year's
squad,whose only loss came in the
ECAC playoffs.
"The irony here is that despite
the fact we have lost two games we
have only allowed two goals all
season. Babson is also a perennial
N.C.A.A. contender, and we gave
them all they could handle,"added
Serdjenian.
"We want to win eleven or
twelve games this year, and then
start fresh in the ECAC playoffs,"
said forward Chris Flint '92. The
team is now 2-2 and eleven wins
may be a tough mark to reach, but
the toughest teams are already out
of the way ?

score of 621. Coming in second
was the University of Maine at
Orono with a 625, and Amherst
College finished third with a
627.
"The course was really
difficult," said Coach Farr. "We
had three guys who had never
even played the course, so that
makes it even harder. We were
unable to get a practice round
in because of conflicts with
classes."
Colby finished ahead of
Bowdoin , a team that had
defeated the Mules a week

earlier, as well as Brandeis,
Rochester
Polytechnical
Institute, Norwich, American
International College , St.
Michaels, and the Middlebury
"B" team, but lost to Bates by
just six strokes.
"We were close to our peer
Division 111 schools," Farr said.
"We're not , however, in the
Division I category where golf
is emphasized much more."
Colby travel s to the
Martindale Country Club at
Bates next weekend for the CBB
tournament. Q

Golf shanked at Club Midd
By Tyler Duvall

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Colby varsity golf team
tried to improve on its
disappointing first match ,
finishing 16th out of 23 schools
at the Duke Nelson Invitational
Tournament at Middlebury
College last weekend .
"I was pleased with our
effort. I think everyone did their
best, and I am happy with that,"
said Coach Sid Farr.
The Mules, who shot a team
score of 698, were once again
led by captain Todd Alexander
'92, who shot 87 the first day
and 82 the second day for a total
score of 169.
David McPhaul '93, posted
the second lowest score with an
87 and an 89 respectively. Derek
Plunkett
'95, and
Jim
Kavanaug h '92, each fi red 177
while Rob Carbone '93, added
a 179 for the fifth score.
University
of
New
Hampshire, a Division I school,
won the tournament with a team
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Mules run out of time, lose opener to Trinity
By T.J. Winick
SPORTS EDITOR

offense down. "They really stepped their
game up a notch," Coach Austin said of his
defensive unit.
Leading the charge for the Mules was end
The Colbyfootball teamtraveledto Trinity
Jon Granoff'94,whocontributed to 13tackles.
Tackle Shawn Jenkins '93 and free safety
College this past Saturday, hoping to break
its dubious streak of 18straight opening day
John Conaty '93, each contributed to ten
25).
tackles as well. Colby's backfield was
But the showlosses (and 24 of the past
especially solid, holding Lane and Trinity to
down with the Trinity Bantams yielded a
55 yards in the air in the second half.
frustrating 10-6 loss for the White Mules.
Seemingly unfazed by the missed field
Despitebeinganunderdogto Trinity, this
goal, Colby began its second march down the
was one game the Mules let slip away. The
field with 2:16 left in the third quarter. From
afternoon washighlighted by several missed
its own 37, the Mules bulled their way to
opportunities by both teams and an inability
Trinity s 41-yardline. From 41yards, Ward
to capitalize on the other's mistakes.
hit wide receiver Steve Hatch '93, on a postThings looked bright for Colby -when
pattern in full-stride. Hatch turned on the
linebackerEric DeCosta '93,picked off apass
after-burners, and Colby had its first score of
by Trinity quarterback Jimmy Lane,stopping
the season. It proved to be a long day for
a 41-yard Bantam drive at Colby's 24 yard
Sandblom when the extra point wasblocked
line. Quarterback Bobby Ward '93, who was
rushed into duty when Jim Dionizio '92
Photo by T.J . Winick by a Bantam defender.
The two teams battled it out in the fourth
aggravated a hamstring pulled earlier in the Peter Sandblom '92,gets off one of his severalpu ntsagainst the Trinity Bantams last Saturday.
quarter, each team punted three times in the
week,led the highly-toutedWhite Mule runand-shoot offense onto the gridiron.
by cornerback and co-captain Rob DeLello penalties,ranging from holding to late hits. quarter, and there were a pair of back-toColby also lost 50 yards on inexcusable back interceptions for the Mules, including
Instead of getting the expected pass- '92.
Trinity split-end Mike Giardi shined, as penalties, such as an illegal procedure for Sandblom's.
oriented game plan advertised by the Colby
coaching staff, the fans witnessed a run- he was on the receiving end of six passes having 12 men on the field.
The game came down to a fourth and one
In the beginningof the second half, Colby for Trinity with 1:09 remaining in the contest.
dominated offense that saw only five pass from Lane,for a gain of 65yards. The Bantam
offense was highlighted by a 31 yard Ted immediately moved the ball 57 yards down The Bantams made good on a close
attempts in the first half.
"With a new quarterback in there, we O'Conner field goal, and a 17-yard the field to Trinity s nine-yard line. Running measurement, and successfully ran out the
wanted to establish a ground game first," touchdown pass to tailback John Dallaney. backs Len Baker '93, and John Bartlett '92, clock. Trinity 10, Colby 6.
said Coach Austin. "I wanted Bobby and the
The Colby offense washelpless in the first complimented Ward's passing.
Colby ended the game with 107 yards
"When we got behind [in the first half], rushing, and 120 passing. Trinity had 24
offense to get into the flow of the gamebefore h alf , gaining only 65 yards in total offense.
we started putting the ball in the air."
Forthe first 30min utes,the Muleswere unable field position becamevery important and we first-downs to Colby's 11, and the Bantams
Unable to get any type of offense to penetrate further than the Trinity 45 yard played close to our vests on offense," said held on to the ball for 33:56 compared to 26:04
established, the Mules punted the ball back line, and were forced to punt on five of six Coach Austin. "In the second half we opened for the White Mules.
to Trinity.
possessions. The sixth and final possession it up like we wanted."
"We had a great effort today, we just
All was for naught, as a field goal attempt couldn't finish things off,"said Coach Austin.
Throughout the first half, the Bantams ended with the half coming to a close.
wreaked havoc on the Colby defense for a
The boys from Mayflower Hill were by Peter Sandblom's '92 from 27yards out hit "We're going to be a fine football team."
total of 232 yards. Lane, afforded plenty of fortunate to escape the half down by only ten. the left upright.
The football team will take on the
Unnerved, the Colby defense answered Hamilton Continentals this Homecoming
time by his front five, went 11 for 21 for 128 Trinity dropped more than one touchdown
yards. He was intercepted for a second time pass, and lost 30 yard s due to careless the challenge, and shut Trinity's second half Saturday at Seaverns Field.Q

Women's V-Ball bounced at Bowdoin
By Liz Artwick

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Last Saturday,the women's volleyball team
travelledtoBowdoinforthePolarBearlnvitational,
returningwith a 1-2record,justonevictory shyof
advancingto the second round.
At the invitational, Colby,coached by Sheila
Cane, was in a pool with the University of New
England, St. Joseph's Collegeand University of
Maine-Fort Kent. The other pool consisted of
Bowdoin, Unity and University of MaineFarmington.
In the firstmatch of the day,Colby won easily
over FortKent, 15-10,15-4. In their second match
the Lady Mules werenot as successful, falling to
UNE in two games, 10-15,3-15.
Kat Creeden'93,attributed these scoresto the
fact that "wewerevery up for the first gamebut it
was hard to get backup for the second game."
InthenretgameagainstUNE,theteamplayed
well but was always trying to keep up with its
opponents. In the second game Colbycould not
keep up with UNE. The Lady Mules looked
strong in taking a 3-0 lead, but UNE rattled off a
succession of unansweredpoints to takea 12-3
lead. The Mules were unable to overcome the
deficit.
Knowing that in order to advanceto the next
round they would haveto win the match against
St.Joe's,the WhiteMulescame on the court firing
eachotherup.Whilemetcampbyedaggressivdy,
it could not capitalizeon the many side-outs.

Kristin Schedble'94, played exceptionally well at
the net, blocking several of St. Joe's shots and
scoringseveral shotsof herown.The Mules were
ableto stopSt.Joe'sand hold them at 13pointsfor
many possessions,but in the end St.Joe'swonthe
first game 8-15.
•
The second game started out poorly despite
Colbys continued enthusiasm. On a string of
plays in which the team miscommunicated, did
not set theball up,and gaveSt.Joe'stoo many free
balls, Colby found itself down 11-1. But when
KarenOh'93,served for four winning points in a
row,Colby got back in the game.
The Mulesbroughtthescore to9-12,but in the
end the St. Joe's team persevered and won the
second game and the match 13-9.
Despitethetoughlos_es,theteamwaspleased
with its performance at the tournament which,
accordingtoKarenLaidlcy'93,offeredtheteamits
first "serious competition".
"A teamcan have talentbut if they don't have
spirit then the talent can only do a limited good,"
said Laidley.
For such a young team, the White Mules are
excited both to be playing at their current,and to
be competing against teams they previously
neverhad a chance to play.Laidleyattributed the
level that the team is playing at lo the fact that
"Sheila worksouibuttoff/'Thesquad isusingthe
tournamentas a learningexperience.
With wore experience, combined with the
pcrseveranceanddcdicationthatthctoamalready
has, the White Mules hope to be successful at
"rhomasCollcgetodayandagainsttheUniversity
of New Hampshireat home on Saturday.Q

Women's tennis drops first match
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